ATTEND THE NATION'S MOST ADVANCED AND COMPREHENSIVE 3-DAY HANDS-ON CRIMINAL INTERDICTON WORKSHOP

WHERE: Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

WHEN: October 30 - November 01, 2023

0800 to 1700
Doors open at 0730

HOST: Oklahoma Highway Patrol

TRAINING ADDRESS: Robert R. Lester Training Center
3600 N Martin Luther King Ave.
Oklahoma City, OK 73111

COST: ONLY $649 PER STUDENT when registered two weeks in advance

STUDENT COMMENTS:
"The best class I've ever attended in my 27 year career."
"I've been to several interdiction classes and this, by far, blew those out of the water."

*Desert Snow has received hundreds of critiques with similar comments

CLASSROOM (16 HRS)
- Current Threats Facing Our Communities
- An “All Crimes” Approach To Criminal Interdiction
- Combating The Current Opioid Epidemic
- How To Conduct A Legal & Systematic Traffic Stop
- The Mindset Of A Contraband Smuggler
- Steps Taken By Criminals To Avoid Detection
- Recognizing Indicators Of Criminal Activity
- Pertinent Case Law Relating To Criminal Interdiction
- How Defense Attorneys Beat Criminal Cases In Court
- Developing Roadside Conversational Skills
- Spotting Deceptive Behavior
- How and When To Ask For Consent To Search
- Officer Safety Issues Pertaining To Interdiction
- Identifying Common Vehicle Concealments
- Numerous Electronic Compartment Videos
- Appropriate Asset Forfeiture Practices
- Post Arrest Considerations
- Current & Effective Interdiction Resources
- Numerous Recent Interdiction Traffic Stop Videos
- Review Of Multiple Concealment Locations

WORKSHOP (8 HRS)
- Hands-On Search of Actual Vehicles
- Car / Pickup / SUV / Van
- Exposure To Simulated IEDs
- Electronic Compartments Up Close & Personal
- Exposure to Variety of Simulated Contraband
- Exposure to Variety of Concealments
- Tires
- Engine Manifolds
- Drivelines
- False Batteries
- Fuel Tanks & More

This course averages an A+ rating from our students

NARCOTICS * TERRORISM * ILLICIT CURRENCY * EXPLOSIVES * WEAPONS * OPIOIDS